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Abstract:  A hybrid graph model for personalized recommendation, which is based on small world network and 
Bayesian network, is presented. Small world network has a good property in clustering and Bayesian network is 
compatible for probability inference. The hybrid graph model consists of two layers. One is user’s layer for 
representing users or customers and the other is merchandise’s layer for representing goods or products. Small 
world network describes the relationships among the nodes of users in lower layer. The implications among nodes 
of merchandises are represented by Bayesian network in higher layer. Directed arcs denote the tendency of nodes 
between user’s layer and merchandise’s layer. This paper also introduces several algorithms for clustering based on 
small world network, structure learning and parameter learning of Bayesian network, and recommended algorithm 
based this model. The experimentation shows that the model be accomplished to represent the relationships from 
user to user, merchandise to merchandise, and user to merchandise. The experimental results show that the hybrid 
graph model has a good performance in personalized recommendation. 
Key words: small world network; Bayesian network; personalized recommendation; hybrid graph model 

摘  要: 小世界网络在聚类应用中具有良好的性质,贝叶斯网络在概率推理中也得到了广泛的研究.将小世界

网络和贝叶斯网络结合起来,形成一种混合图模型,并将该模型用于个性化推荐系统中.该混合图模型由两层组

成,分别是用户层和商品层.其中小世界网络用于描述用户层内用户-用户结点间的关系,贝叶斯网络用于描述商

品层内商品-商品结点以及层间用户-商品结点间的偏好关系.对小世界网络的用户聚类方法、贝叶斯网络结构

和参数学习方法以及两层图模型的推荐算法进行描述,实验分析表明,该模型能够很好地表示用户-用户、商品-
商品以及用户-商品间的关系,推荐结果具有良好的准确度. 
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With the development of information available on the Internet, the effects of intelligence technology on various 
commerce applications are widespread and exponential increase. As a new intelligent information service, 
Personalized recommendation is introduced into E-commerce[1,2]. 

Watts proposed a Small world model based on analysis of human social relationship in 1998[3]. It aimed at 
analyzing the inner relations and interactions among social groups to discovery their characteristics and behavior 
methods. Small world model is similar to networks of consumer’s preference in E-commerce. Consumers can be 
divided into some kinds of clustering or groups according to their properties and purchasing behavior. Therefore, 
the small world networks model can be used to study personalized recommendation model. Batul proposed a 
graphic model using Jumping Connection for recommending method and adopted small world networks for users 
clustering. Jumping Connecting connects the similar preference[4]. Adriana proposed a files sharing model based on 
small world networks[5]. Kashif put forwards a method for grid resources discovery based on small world model[6]. 
He divided the grid resources into producer and consumer. Chen proposed a relation grid of social network[7]and Liu 
proposed a consensus spread model based on small world model[8]. 

The personalized recommendation system use some training sets to establish relevant recommendation model 
based on Bayesian network. Aggarwal built up a directed graphical model for coordinated filter system[9]. His basic 
thought is to show user by node in a graph, predict result by edge and he also gave the predict result by advice 
between users. Huang put forwards a kind of double layers graphical model[10]. He used different layer to stand for 
users and goods. And arcs between goods and users show the transaction information. Ji proposed a kind of 
recommended mechanism based on Bayesian network[11]. He divided the recommended process into two steps. 

We proposed a two-layers hybrid graph model of personal recommendation. The model is combined with two 
layers, one is based on small world network and the other is based on Bayesian network. The layer of small world 
network is used to denote users and the other one of Bayesian networks is for merchandises. In the users layer, the 
nodes means users and the arcs connecting users denote the similarity of these users. A small world networks is used 
to describe the relation of users. In the merchandises layer, a Bayesian network is used to describe the relation of 
these nodes in the merchandises layer. The nodes in merchandises layer denote goods and produce. The directed 
arcs, which connect form one good to others, denote the similarity or implication relationship of these goods. 

1   Hybrid Graph Model Based on Small World Network and Bayesian Network 

Small world network and Bayesian network are used to describe the different business variables in the hybrid 
graph model for electronic business personal recommendation. Small world network is used for consumers or users 
with undirected arcs and Bayesian network for merchandises with directed arcs. Directed arcs connect users and 
merchandises and then a two-layers hybrid graph model is structured. 

Definition 1. is a two-layers hybrid graph model of business recommendation. Where 

 means user’s node, 

( , , )user produceG V V E=

userV produceV  is merchandise’s node,  is arc’s set of nodes, which is included directed and 
undirected arcs. 

E

A two-layers hybrid graph model is shown in Fig. 1. Where, the bottom level means user’s layer and the upper 
one means merchandise’s layer. 

The user’s layer in this model is an undirected arcs graph, which describes the relation of the user’s nodes by 
small world network. The undirected arcs inside the connected nodes of user’s layer mean the similarity of the 
preference of users. These arcs are also called links. Links are weighted by relational strength. The link weight 
represents node’s similarity or link’s strength and intensity. Nodes in the same group are more similar to each other 
or more strongly connected. Users in a same group have the same or similar trendy of preferences. 
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Fig.1  Two-Layers hybrid graph model for personalized recommendation 

The merchandise’s layer describes the relation of goods or produce to others. It is connected by directed links, 
which means an implicated definition among merchandises, a user that purchase certain merchandise also tends to 
purchase another. The properties and content of merchandise can be used to show the similarity of the merchandise. 

The relations between user’s layer and merchandise’s layer are connected by directed links. The start node of 
the directed links is a user node in user’s layer belonging to some node group, which is gained by small world 
network. The end node of links is the node of some merchandise of the merchandise’s layer. The directed links 
between the user’s layer and the merchandise’s layer are connected based on trade information of users. The 
strength of the relation between users and merchandises can be denoted by the probability parameter. The 
probability parameter shows a possibility of some users selecting for some merchandises. 

2   Construction of Hybrid Graph Model 

2.1   Small world network for clustering of users 

2.1.1   Characteristic paths and clustering coefficient 
A small world network model contains two important characteristic parameters, namely characteristic path 

length L  and clustering coefficient . C
Characteristic path length L  is the mean of the shortest path lengths over all pairs of nodes, that is,  
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Small world network is a model that is between regular networks and random networks. It has a high clustering 
coefficient and a short average path length. 
2.1.2   Clustering with small world network for users 

Definition 2. For a personalized recommendation, a sub-graph is a clustering of users of small world networks, 
which is obtained by deleting  arcs from the regular network so that maximizing m |mf aL bC= + , when a regular 
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)network  with  degree is given. In which  is users nodes set and  is arcs or links 
set. In conditional parameter

( ,user user userG V E= k userV userE
|mf aL bC= + ,  and are constants,  is integer, a b m L  and C  is characteristic 

path length and clustering coefficient respectively. 
Solving the optimal connectivity problems of the nodes in a small world network is a NP problem. We propose 

an algorithm for the optimization as follows. 
Algorithm 1. Users clustering. 
Step 1. Repeat cut an arc, which could maximize f , until  arcs are moved.  m
Step 2. Join an arc that could maximize f  and make a judgment. If the joined arc is the same as the cut one 

then the algorithm will end. 
Step 3. Cutting an arc, which can maximize f  and then jump to Step 2. 
The parameters L  and  that satisfy the maximal C maxf  are the clustering about the users nodes, in which 

the clustering group can be expressed as. 
 { | ( , ) }user i i userV v v V D i j L′ = ∈ ∧ ≤  (3) 

2.1.3   Analysis of new user interest 
New user interest analysis is to judge which clustering group is the best match by calculating the distance of 

the new user node to the others user nodes. Given the new user node x , the calculating algorithm is as following:  
Algorithm 2. Clustering of a new user. 
Step 1. Selecting the best matching clustering unit. 
Calculating the path length , which is from user node ( , )i iD x v x  to others user node. If x  has a shortest 

path length  with the node  in the network, the group that node  located in is the best clustering match. 

The process can be expressed as: 
aD a a
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Step 2. Adjustment of the path length of  and the direct neighbors topology of . D a
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Where aN  denotes the direct neighbor node of , as shown in Fig.2. Nodes , ,  are direct 
neighbors of a, parameter 

a 1b 2b 3b

aε  and nε  mean the learning rate of a and its direct neighbor respectively. The two 
rates are smaller constants. Generally, the range of aε  is at 0.05 to 0.1 and nε  is 0.002 to 0.01. 
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Fig.2  Clustering of new user and adjustment of structure 

Step 3. Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 until all nodes are treated. 

2.2   Bayesian network for causality of merchandises and users 

2.2.1   Structure learning 
We adopt the maximal mutual information principle to restrict complexity based on degree of Bayesian 
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network. 
Definition 3. The complexity of structure is defined as ( )BB G . The complexity is closely with the number of 

parent nodes of a node, which is the number of directed links, it can be calculated as follows. 

 2
1

( ) log ( )
n

B i
i

B G o
=

= ∑ n  (6) 

oi is the number of the parent nodes of node vi, GB is directed graph structure of whole nodes of users and 
merchandises. Here, we have no consideration about the undirected arcs in the users layer. 

Definition 4. The maximal mutual information entropy score function with restriction, which is used for 
Bayesian network structure learning of the user-merchandise and merchandise-merchandise, is defined as: 
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( , ( )) ( )
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Where MI  is the mutual information among the nodes,  means the parent nodes set of node . ( )iPa v iv

Structure learning uses maximal mutual information score function with restriction as the estimating score of 
network structure. Its aim is to make the maximal score and then get the Bayesian network topologic structure of 
merchandise. Merchandises nodes layer is located in the upper of the two-layers hybrid model. Its internal nodes 
mean the different types of goods or produces. They are connected by directed links, which show the implication 
relation of these merchandises. The users and customers who tend to buy some other merchandises when purchase 
some merchandises have some causality relations. The strength of this trendy is identified by the probability 
distribution. The directed acyclic graph expressed by the probability distribution is the Bayesian network. In order 
to analysis the implication relation between goods, we should build Bayesian network first, and this building 
process is Bayesian network learning.  
2.2.2   Parameter learning 

The density of probability distribution of the users-merchandises and the merchandises-merchandises can be 
received by parameter learning. Assuming there is a fixed unknown parameter θ , considering all the possible value 
of parameter θ  when the topology structure BG  is given. We can find the maximum posterior probability 
distribution when topology structure BG  and training sample set  are given. Based on Bayesian rules, there is: S

 ( | , ) ( | )( | , )
( | )

B B
B

B

p S G P GP S G
p S G

θ θθ =  (8) 

( | )BP Gθ  is the priori probability distribution of the parameter θ  of structure BG  and ( | )BP S G  has 
nothing with the actual value of the parameter. In some references about Bayesian network, the most used priori 
probability distribution is . Considering the parameter of polynomial are Dirichlet 1,..., kθ θ  and , 

 distribution is determined by a set of hyper-parameter 

1iiθ =∑
Dirichlet 1,..., kα α . The priori probability of θ  is as 
follows when ( | , )BP S Gθ  approves of . Dirichlet
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 and for sample dataset , the statistic values are: S 1,..., kN N , and then: 

 1 1( | , ) ( | ,..., )B k kP S G Dir N Nθ θ α α= + +  (10) 

We can expand this result for Bayesian network. Defining that event is V=v and the statistic value of the 
parents’ node is Pa(v)=u, which is can be written as N(v,u). In the algorithm of Maximum Likelihood Estimate, the 
estimating of parameter can be calculated by the following formula: 

 |
( , )ˆ
( )v u

N v u
N u

θ =  (11) 
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))
In the algorithm of Bayesian rules, the estimating of parameter can calculated by the following formula: 

  (12) | 1 1
ˆ ( ( , ),..., ( ,v u vk kDir N v u N v uθ α α= + +

By the formula (11) or (12), we can estimate the conditional probability table of each node and we can get a 
complete graph model BG  which shows the behavior characteristics and complication relationship of nodes of 

users-merchandises and merchandises-merchandises. 
And then, we can get a hybrid graph model structure  and it is: G

  (13) user BG G G= ∪

3   Algorithm of Recommendation 

The basic object of recommending system is to get the recommendation sets by recommending algorithm. The 
two-layers hybrid graph model in this paper is composed of the small world network for representing users and the 
Bayesian network for representing merchandises. Directed links between layers is from users to merchandise. And it 
is also described by Bayesian network. So the essentially method is clustering analysis by use of small world 
network for users and inference by use of Bayesian network. 

The initialized inputs can utilize some users information for recommending algorithm including the attributes 
and browsing process of a user. A proper user-clustering group will be gained by clustering matching with other 
users in small world network based on this information. Then all the other users nodes, which connect to this user, 
are selected based on a threshold of path length in the clustering. The recommended merchandise set of these users 
will be obtained by Bayesian network inference using these nodes as proofs. Finally, a set of recommendation of 
merchandise is presented for user according to their order of probability distribution. 

For a two-layers graph model, the small world network of users layer, the Bayesian network of merchandise 
layer and links between users and merchandise is built up offline by training sample sets. Clustering matching of 
new user, re-conjunction between new user and primary users in small world network and inference with Bayesian 
network are processed online. So the recommending algorithm has a very good efficiency. The recommending 
algorithm is designed as following: 

Algorithm 3. Recommending for a new user. 
Input: A two-layers hybrid graph model ( , , , )user produceG V V E θ= . And  means nodes set of user and userV

produceV  means nodes set of merchandise.  is a two-layer hybrid graph model and G θ  is parameter.  is the set 
of arcs and 

E
x  is the set of new user and its properties. 

Output: A recommended set of merchandise for x . 
Step 1. Clustering and re-constructing of new user based on algorithm 2 in chapter 2.1.3, and the set of user 

clustering and path length can be gained, they are: 
{ | || || min || ||}

user
user i i user a ii V

V v v V x D x D
∈

′′ ′← ∈ ∧ − = − . 

and  respectively. iD
Step 2. Calculating of min || ||ix D−  for the path length set 1 2{ , ,... }iD D D D=  from user nodes in the group 

to new user node x . 
Step 3. If min || || ,ix D η− ≤  then add the node into the set of evidence set: 

{ | min || ||}i i user iF v v V x D η′← ∈ ∧ − ≤ . 

Step 4. Calculating the conditional probability distribution of which these nodes reaching all merchandises 
when they are as evidence nodes. 

( | ) ( | ( )) |
i produce

i i
v V

P v F P v Pa v
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Step 5. Combination of all the merchandises nodes that are satisfied a certain probability threshold, that is, the 
goods recommending set of a new user. And the process can be presented by: 

if ( | )iP v F μ>  then let { }iR v R= ∪ . 

Step 6. Repeat Step 4 and Step 5 until all the merchandises nodes are processed. 

4   Experimentations and Analysis 

For evaluating the accuracy and real-time of the two-layer hybrid recommending model, we use the mean 
absolute error to evaluate the model. 

Mean absolute error is defined as: 

 
, ,| |

produce

x v x v
x X v V

PreR R
MAE

n
∈ ∈

−

=
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 (14) 

Where, ,x vPreR  and ,x vR  mean the predicting value and the actual value of the user preference respectively. 

X  and produceV  mean the known sample set and merchandises node set. Mean absolute error directly shows the 

accuracy of recommending. It comes from the dispersion, which is between the predicting value and actual value of 
user preference. That is a different value of the comments score of production or merchandises from users. And 
then, mean absolute error can be obtained by adding these dispersions together and gets the mean value. The smaller 
the mean absolute error, the better the recommending performance, on the contrary, the worse the recommending 
capability. 

We use MovieLens[12] database to evaluate the model and algorithm proposed. There are three tables in the 
database and they are Person, Movie and Votes. A statistics of the set is as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1  Samples set for MovieLens of users 
Dataset Number of users Number of movies Number of votes 

Movielens 943 1 682 100 000 
 
In the experiment, we select training samples randomly from the user votes dataset according to a proportion of 

10%, 30%, 50%, 70% of all the users and then take all these votes score as training set. Testing data set can be 
selected outside the training set. The result of the recommendation comparing with the other recommending 
method[13,14] is as shown in Fig.3. 
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Fig.3  Comparable result of mean absolute error of three methods 

When the votes score dataset of users, which is the known score dataset, is sparse. That is, the known votes 
dataset is small. The mean absolute error of personalized recommendation model with two-layers are obviously 
better than the model based on collaborative method and a little better than the model based on content-based. When 
there are more votes score data, the discrepancy of mean absolute error of the three models get smaller obviously. 
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The most excellent is still the two-layers model. So we can conclude that the personalized recommendation based 
on two-layers model has the best accuracy and it can also resolve data sparse effectively. 

5   Conclusion 

The hybrid graph model with Two Layers for personalized recommendation combine the small world model 
and the Bayesian network. It makes use of the clustering property of the small world network and the probability 
inference characteristic of Bayesian network. The small world network is used to reflect the implication relations of 
users-users and the Bayesian network is for users-merchandises. The result of experiment shows that the two-layer 
hybrid graph model has a good accuracy in the personalized recommendation. 
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